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1.

Write your answers in the D1 answer book for this paper.

Figure 1

Hero's algorithm for finding a square root is descdbed by the flow chaft shown in Figure l'

Ci\en that N -72 and I 8.

(a) use the flow chart to complete the table in thc answer book, working to at least seven decimal

places whcn necessary. Give the final output correct to seven decimal places'
(4)

The flow chart is used with N: 72 and E = - 8,

(b) describe how this would affect the output.

(c) State the value of E which cannot be used when using this flow chart'

(1)

(1)

(Total 6 marks)
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2. (a) Stafiing with a list of all the letters of the alphabet in alphabctical order, demonstrate how a
binary search is used to locate the letter P In cach iteratioq you must make clear your pivot
anJ lhe pan ofthe Iist 1ou are reraining.

(4)

(b) Find thc ma{imum number of itcrations nccded to locate atry particular lctter of the alphabet.
Justii/ your answer.

(2)

(Total 6 marks)
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Figure 2 Figure 3

Figue 2 shows the possible allocations ofsix workers, Charlie (C), George (G), Jack (J), Nurry g),
Olivia (O) and Rachcl (R), to six tasks, 1,2,3,4,5 and 6.

Figure 3 shows an initial matching.

(a) Stafting from this initial matching, use the maximum matching algo thm to find an improved
matching. You should give the altemating path you use and list your improved matchi[g.

(3)

(b) Explain why it is not possible to fird a complete matching.
(2)

Afler training, Charlie adds task 5 to his possible allocations.

(c) Takrng the improved matching found in (a) as the new initial matching. uso the ma,\imum
matching algorithm to find a complete matching. Give the altcmating path you usc and listyour
complete matching.

(3)

(Total S marks)
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Figure 4

(a) Explain what is meant, in a network, by the term path.
(2)

Figuae 4 represents a network ofcaaals. The number on each arc represents the length, in miles, of
the corresponding canal.

(b) Use Dijksta's algorithm to find the shortest path ftom S to T. State your path and its length.
(o

(c) Write down the length ofthe shortest path from S to F.

(1)

Next week the canal represented by arc AB will be closed for dredging.

(d) Find a shortest path from S to T avoiding AB and state its length.
(2)

(Total 11 marks)
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5.

Figure 5

[The y,eight oJ the nehoolk X 379]

Figure 5 reprcsents the roads ilr a highland wildlifc conservation park. The veftices reprcsont
warden stations. The number on each arc gives the length, in km, ofthe coresponding road.

During the winter months the park is closed. It is only necessary to ensure road access to the warden
statiotrs.

(a) Use Prim's algorithm, staxting at A, to find a minimum connector for the network in Figure 5.
You must state the order in which you include the arcs.

(3)

(b) Given that it costs t80 per km to keep thc selccted roads open in winter, calculate the minimum
cost ofeosuring road access to all the wardel stations.

(2')

At the end of winter, Ben inspects all the roads before the park re-opens. He [eeds to travel along
each road at least once. He will start and llnish atA, and wishes to minimise the length ofhis route.

(c) Use the route inspection algorithm to find the roads that will be tlave$ed twice. you must make
your method and working clear

(6)

(d) Find the length of the shortest ilNpection rcute.
(r)

lfBen stalts and finishes his inspection route ar different warden stations, a shorter impection rcute
is possible.

(e) Detemille the two warden stations Ben should choosc as his starting and finishing points in
order that his route has minimum length. Give a reasoo for your answer and state the length of
lhe route.

(3)

(Total 15 marks)



Figure 5

[The \)eight of the network is 379]
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6.

30

Figure 6

Lethaa is producing lloral arrangements for an awards ccrcmony.
Shc u,ill produce two tlpes ofarangement, Celebration and Party.
Lct n be the number ofCelebration arangements made.
Let -r be the number of Party alaangements made.

Figure 6 shows tkee constraints, other than n,I > 0

The rejected region has been shaded.

Given that two ofthe three consfajnts arc J { 30 and r ( 60,

(a) write down. as an inequality, the thid constrailt shown in Figure 6-

(2)



Each Celebration arangcment includes 2 whitc roses and 4 red roses.
Each Parbi arrangement includes I whitc rcse and 5 rcd roses.

Lethna wishes to use at least 70 white roses and at least 200 rcd roses.

(b) Write down two firther inequalities to represeot this infomation.
(3)

(c) Add two lines atd shading to Diagram 1 in the answerbook to represent these two inequalities.
(2)

(d) Hetrce determine the feasible region and labcl it R.
(1)

The times taken to produce each Celebration arangement and each pa y atrangement arc
10 minutes and 4 minutcs respectively. Lethna wishes to minimise the total time taken to produce
the arangements.

(c) Write down the objective function, T, in terms ofx andy.
(1)

of arangement Lethna should

(4)

(Total 13 marks)

(1) Use point testitrg to find the optimal number of each type
produce, and find the total time she will take.
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Figure 7

Figure 7 is the activiq/ network rclating to a building project. The activities arc rcpresented by
the arcs. The number in brackets on cach arc gives the time to complete the activity. Each activity
requires one worker

The project must be completed in the shortest possible time.

(a) Explain the reason for tle dotted line ftom event 4 to event 6 as shown in Figure 7.

(2)

(b) Complete Diagmm I in the answer book to show the early event times and the late event times.
(4)

(c) State the critical activities.
(1)

(d) Calculate the total float for activity G. You must make the numbers you use in your calculation
clear

(2)

(e) Draw a Ga[tt chart for this proiect on the grid provided in the answer book. 
(4)

(0 State the activities that must be happening at time 5.5

o)

(g) Use your Gantt chart to detemine thc minimum number of workers needed to complete the
prcject jn the minimum time. You mustjustiiT your answer

(2)

(Total 16 marks)

TOTAL FOR PAPER: 75 MARKS
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Question 7 continued

(c) Critical activities A rF,
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